Worksheet 6
Name: 				
Date: 				


1. Each station outlet/inlet for medical gas or vacuum shall be ____________.
A. Gas-specific
B. Interchangeable
C. Threaded
D. Quick-coupler
Code Section                             #


2. Factory installed copper inlets on station outlets and station inlets is extending no more than 8” inch long. What is the minimum inside diameter on station outlets_____________?
A. 1/4 nps (.3)inch
B. 1/4 nps (.4)inch
C. 3/8 nps (.4)inch
D. 3/8 nps (.3)inch
Code Section                             #


3. Factory installed tubing on station outlets shall be not less than _________ NPS.
A. 1/4 inch
B. 3/16 inch
C. 5/16 inch
D. 1/8 inch
Code Section                             #


4. Indicators adjacent to master alarm actuators and area alarms shall be labeled to identify the ________ or ________ symbol for the particular piping system that they monitor.
A. Name, color
B. Chemical, pressure
C. Name, chemical
D. All of the above
Code Section                             #


5. MGR assemblies shall connect to the ______ through _______that are brazed to the pipeline.
A. Brazing by pipeline
B. Fittings by brazing
C. Pipeline by brazing
D. Pipeline and fittings
Code Section                             #


6. Manufactured assemblies employing flexible hose shall have the minimum burst pressure of____________?
A. none of the above
B. 1200 psig
C. 1500 psig
D. 1000 psig
Code Section                             #


7. Pressure and vacuum indicators shall be readable from a standing position and shall be provided at the following locations?
A. Adjacent to the main line initiating device
B. At or in area alarm panel
C. Patient side of the zone valve
D. All of the above
Code Section                             #


8. Station outlets that operate at a pressure in excess of __________ shall be either D.I.S.S. or be designed to relieve pressure prior to removal of adaptor.
A. 60 psi
B. 70 psi
C. 80 psi
D. 50 psi
Code Section                             #


9. Station outlets/inlets installed in manufactured assemblies shall connected to the ________ by _________.
A. Brazing by pipeline
B. Pipeline and fittings
C. Medical gas rail and pipline
D. Pipeline by brazing
Code Section                             #


10. Station outlets/inlets of manufactured assemblies that employ hose or flexible connections to the piping system that are not fully and immediately accessible, shall use ______________ connectors.
A. Quick coupler
B. D.I.S.S
C. Demand check
D. All of the above
Code Section                              #


11. The accuracy of digital indicators shall be _________ of the operating pressure at which they are used.
A. Plus or minus 2%
B. Plus or minus 1%
C. Plus or minus 4%
D. Plus or minus 5%
Code Section                              #


12. The factory installed tubing on station outlets/inlets shall extend no further than ______ from the body of the terminal.
A. 6”
B. 10”
C. 12”
D. 8”
Code Section                              #


13. The leakage from a completed manufactured assembly shall not exceed _______ cm3/sec (0.00037 in.3/sec) when tested at 20 percent above operating pressure for pressure pipelines and shall not exceed _______ cm3/sec (0.00012 in.3/sec) for vacuum and WAGD systems when started at 635 mm (25 in.) HgV.
A. 0.006 cm3, 0.002 cm3
B. 0.009 cm3, 0.004 cm3
C. 0.006 cm3, 0.008 cm3
D. 0.008 cm3, 0.002 cm3
Code Section                              #


14. The scale range of positive pressure analog indicators shall have the normal reading fall within the ___________ of the total range.
A. Top third
B. Middle third
C. None of the above
D. Lower third
Code Section                              #


15. The scale range of vacuum indicators shall be ___________ gage HgV.
A. 0-29.9”
B. 0-29.9”
C. 0-30.9”
D. 0-12”
Code Section                              #


16. To facilitate service, testing or replacement, all pressure sensing device and mainline pressure gauges downstream of the source valve shall be provided with a ________________. 
A. D.I.S.S
B. Check valve
C. Demand check fitting
D. Shutoff valve
Code Section                              #


17. To prevent injuring to the medical staff the station outlets that is operating with pressures of 200 psi and 300 psi shall be designed to prevent removable of the adapter until ______________.
A. The pressure has been relieved
B. The proper tool is available
C. The pressure has been balanced
D. The head doctor says its ok
Code Section                               #


18. WAGD networks shall provide a WAGD inlet in all locations where_________________ anesthetic gas is intended to be administered.
A. Nitrous oxide or halogenated
B. Oxygen
C. Nitrogen
D. Medical gas
Code Section                              #


19. Where installed in a down-facing position, such as in a ceiling or ceiling column, station outlets/inlets shall be ______ connectors.
Code Section                              #


20. Station outlets or inlets shall not be placed on the _______ of MGR assemblies.
Code Section                              #


21. Hose or flexible connectors employed in manufactured assemblies shall be labeled by stenciling or adhesive markers that identify the patient medical gas, the medical support gas, or the vacuum system and include the following:
A. Name of the gas or vacuum system or the chemical symbol per Table 5.1.11
B. Date of installation
C. Where positive-pressure piping systems operate at pressures other than the standard gauge pressure in Table 5.1.11, the operating pressure in addition to the name of the gas
D. All of the above
Code Section                              #


Worksheet 6 answers
1. A
2. A
3. A
4. C
5. D
6. D
7. D
8. C
9. D
10. B
11. D
12. D
13. A
14. B
15. B
16. C
17. A
18. A
19. Diss
20. Ends
21. D

